
 

 



 

 



 

 

Open way for  comput ing  



 

 

Agros2D Product  Sui te  
 

Agros2D is a multiplatform application for the solution of physical fields 

and coupled problems developed by the group at the University of West 

Bohemia in Pilsen in Czech Republic.  

 

The code is based on a fully adaptive higher -order finite element  method 

containing the most advanced numerical algorithms for the numerical pro-

cessing of systems of second-order partial differential equations. It is 

characterized by several unique features such as work with hanging 

nodes of any level, multimesh technology (each physical field can be cal-

culated on a different mesh generally varying in time) or a possibility of 

combining triangular, quadrilateral and curved elements. The application 

is licensed under the GNU GPLv2.  

০ Multiplatform C++ application (GNU Linux, Windows)  

০ Open Source software distributed under GNU GPLv2  

০ Development since 2009 

০ Collaborations with other universities and industrial partners  



 

 

Supported Physica l  F ie lds  
 

 

Physical field Steady State Harmonic 

Analysis 

Transient 

Analysis 

Electrostatics x   

Electric Currents x x  

Magnetic Fields x x x 

Radio Frequency Field  x x 

Heat Transfer x  x 

Structural Mechanics x   

Fluid Flow x  x 

Porous Media and Subsurface 

Flow 

x  x 

Acoustics  x x 

General Coefficient Form PDEs x x x 

Coupling possibilities of physical fields 



 

 

Appl icat ions  

Computat ion Elect romagnet ics  

০ Electromechanical transducers, actuators and sensors  

০ Electrical drives and machines, transformers  

০ Electrostatic micro actuators and sensors  

০ Non-destructive eddy currents testing 

০ Induction and direct ohmic heating, dielectric heating  

০ Electrostatic and magnetic separators  

০ High-voltage insulators, spark gaps  

Special  electromagnetic 

solenoid actuator in valve 

operation is designed using 

analysis of magnetic field, 

heat transfer and simulation 

of flow 

Experimental induction furnace for metals with low temperatures is modeled and nonlinear spe-

cific heat capacity is determined using comparison of simulation and measurement results 



 

 

Computat ional  Ac oust ics  

০ Acoustic transducers 

০ Acoustic diffusers 

০ Loudspeakers 

০ Sonar devices 

০ Acoustic waveguides 

 

Computat ional  F lu id  Dynamics and Heat  Transfer  

০ Air flow past wings and solid bodies  

০ Valves for liquids, flow in a pipes  

০ Groundwater flow 

০ Molted metal flow 

০ Insulation of buildings and thermal bridges  

০ Heat sinks 

Computat ional  Structura l  Mechanics  

০ Bracket structural analysis  

০ Static structural analysis of solid bodies  

০ Thermoelastic switching devices  

Distribution of acoustic 

pressure in apartment 

Water flow around nuclear waste repository and distribution of preasure head 

Polystyrene solution flow in 

axisymmetric pipe 

Structural analysis of bracket 



 

 

Key Features  

Preprocessor  

০ Interactive geometry creation 

০ Scripting-based geometry creation 

০ Fully parametric geometries and materials  

০ CAD import (AutoCAD DXF)  

০ Material library 

Problem formulat ion and analys is  

০ Steady state, harmonic and transient analyses  

০ Weak or hard coupled problems  



 

 

Fini te  Elements  

০ Advance higher-order finite elements method 

০ Multi-mesh assembling   

০ Automatic hp-adaptivity 

০ Arbitrary level hanging nodes  

Mesh generat ion  

০ Triangular and quadrilateral mesh generators  

   (Triangle, GMSH, Netgen) 

০ Curvilinear elements 

০ Mesh customization of domains and edges  

Solution of electrostatic field in surface-mount ceramic capaci-

tor obtained by space adaptive process   

Distribution of eddy currents solved with traditional triangular ele-

ments (left hand side) and same distribution solved with the use 

of curvilinear elements  



 

 

Solvers  

০ Advanced nonlinear solvers (Newton and Picard methods)  

০ Adaptive time-dependent solver 

০ Parallelization on single machine using OpenMP  

০ Direct sparse solvers (MUMPS, UMFPACK, 

Trilinos) 

০ Iterative sparse solvers (Paralution, Trilinos)  

০ Matrix export 

Expert  and custom forms  

০ Device design forms 

০ Advanced postprocessing  

Visual izat ion and postprocessing  

০ Visualization of field variables (surface plot, contours, vectors)  

০ 2D, 3D and solid model visualization  

০ Calculation of surface and volume integrals, local values  

০ Multiple particle tracing 

Adaptive mesh and magnetic flux in motor 

with permanent magnets  

Distribution of real part of elec-

tric field wave in waveguide  

Distribution of magnetic flux density (left) and 

permeability (right) in magnetic circuit of elec-

tromagnetic actuator  



 

 

OptiLab  

০ Parameter sweep analysis 

০ Sensitivity analysis 

০ Single and multi-objective optimization 

০ Evolution-based and gradient-based algorithms (genetic, simulated 

annealing, conjugate gradients)  

০ Model order reduction 

PythonLab  

০ Full control of Agros2D based on Python scripting language  

০ Object-oriented Python module 

০ Powerful integrated environment (code completion, objects browser, in-

tegrated console) 

০ Source code debugger and profiler  

০ Creation of scripts from existing models  

Scatter plot of sensitivity analysis and multi-objective optimization results for topological optimiza-

tion of electromagnetic actuator 



 

 

http://agros2d.org 


